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Abstract Generalized continuum models for describing one-dimensional shear deformations of a Cosserat lattice are considered and their ap-
plication to describing of structural effects essential for interfaces are discussed. The two-field long-wavelength micropolar model and its 
gradient and four-field generalizations are obtained and compared to the single-field conventional and gradient micropolar models. The sin-
gle-field models can be applied to the analysis of long-wavelength deformations, but it does not describe short-wavelength waves and bound-
ary effects. It is demonstrated that the two-field models describe both long-wavelength and short-wavelength harmonic waves and localized 
deformations and may be used in order to find stop band edges and to study the filtering properties of the interface. The two-field models 
make it possible to describe not only exponential but also short-wavelength boundary effects and evaluate degree of its spatial localization. 
The four-field model improves the two-field model in the description of the waves with wavenumbers in the middle part of the first Brillouin 
zone and may be useful to specify stop band edges in the case when minima/maxima of the dispersion curves belong to this region. The re-
ported results are especially important for modeling of structural interfaces in the case when the length of localization is comparable with the 
interface thickness.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Interfaces are often considered as surfaces of zero thick-
ness. In some cases this assumption can be reasonable 
and may ease solution of physical problems. However, in 
reality interfaces possess a finite thickness and internal 
structure, which can play an important role for a number 
of problems and hence should be taken into account. The 
theory of structural interfaces of finite thickness has been 
developed by Bigoni and Movchan (2002), Bertoldi et al. 
(2007a, 2007b), and Brun et al. (2010). One of the attrac-
tive dynamical properties of structural interfaces used in 
various applications is their ability of elastic wave filter-
ing. The boundary effects are usually not taken into con-
sideration when stress-strain state of bodies of large sizes 
is analyzed. In the analysis of a thin interface one has to 
take into account the boundary effects because they typi-
cally affect regions that are comparable in size to the in-
terface thickness. Particularly, boundary effects may be 
important in fracture problems.  
One of the important problems of the theory of inter-
faces is the validity of different models for modeling 
structural effects. Classical models of continuum solid 
mechanics have a wide range of applications. Generalized 
continuum models have been developed for studying es-
sential phenomena in structural solids that cannot be cap-
tured by the classical ones. For example, rotational de-
grees of freedom are incorporated in the micropolar theo-
ry (Cosserat and Cosserat, 1909; Eringen, 1968; Kim and 
Pizialy, 1987; Limat, 1988; Suiker et al., 2001; Pasternak 
and Muhlhaus, 2005; Pavlov et al., 2006; Potapov et al., 
2009), higher-gradient effects are taken into account in 
the gradient theories (historical overview, discussion of 
models, recent studies and results can be found in Askes 
and Aifantis, 2011), the multi-field theory is developed in 
order to describe short-wavelength structural effects (see 
the review in Vasiliev et al., 2010b). For interfaces with a 
beam-like microstructure or when the finite size of parti-
cles is taken into account, not only translational dis-
placements but also micro-rotations may be important for 
the analysis. Discrete one-dimensional model describing 
shear deformation of structural interface with micro-
rotations has been considered in Vasiliev et al. (2010a). 
By combining approaches of the micropolar, gradient, 
and multi-field theories we derive the hierarchy of gener-
alized continuum models for describing shear defor-
mations of the structural interface.  
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we de-
scribe a discrete model of structural interface and derive a 
conventional long-wavelength micropolar model (Mm) 
and a gradient micropolar model (GMm). Two equivalent 
forms of long-wavelength two-field micropolar model 
(2FMm), a two-field gradient micropolar model 
(2FGMm) and a four-field micropolar model (4FMm) are 
obtained in Section 3. Harmonic and localized dynamical 
solutions are derived in Section 4. We compare accuracy 
of different continuum models; apply them to the prob-
lem of finding the stop band edges. Static exponential and 
short-wavelength boundary effects are analyzed in frame 
of different continuum models in Section 5. Section 6 
concludes the paper. 
 
 
2. Discrete and single-field micropolar models 
 
2.1. Discrete model 
 
We consider the structural interface of finite thickness 
presented by several layers of the Cosserat lattice of par-
ticles that possess not only translation displacements nu~ , 
nv
~ , but also rotational degree of freedom nϕ
~  (Fig. 1). Po-
tential energy describing interaction of neighboring parti-
cles k  and m  is assumed in the form (Suiker et al., 
2001) 
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where mkr ,  is the length of connections; nK  and sK  are 
the stiffness coefficients of the bonds in longitudinal and 
transverse directions, respectively, and rG  is the stiffness 
with respect to rotations.  
Potential (1) is used in modeling of materials when fi-
nite size of particles is taken into account. It is widely 
used in models of granular media (Limat, 1988; Suiker et 
al., 2001; Pasternak and Muhlhaus, 2005). The potential 
of the form (1) as a discrete energy of the two disc inter-
action was used in Shufrin (2012) where the structures 
exhibiting negative Poisson’s ratio are designed. It was 
used in development of a directed continuum model of 
micro- and nano-scale thin films in Randow et al. (2006). 
Similar model for particle interaction and micro-
structural parameters for some crystals were obtained 
from experimental data and reported in Pavlov et al. 
(2006), Potapov et al. (2009). Another type of materials 
where potential (1) is used are lattice structures (Ruzzene 
and Scarpa, 2003, 2005), materials with beam-like micro-
structure (Kim and  Pizialy, 1987). Relations between the 
parameters nK , sK , and rG  and microstructural param-
eters for complex connections of two particles and pa-
rameters usually used in beam models are given, for ex-
ample, in Vasilive et al. (2010a). 
Kinetic energy of the n -th particle is defined by the 
relation 
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where M  is the mass and J  is the moment of inertia of 
the particle. 
Equations for components mu  and mv , mϕ  are decou-
pled in linear case of one-dimensional deformations. 
Modeling of longitudinal deformations of Cosserat lattice 
has been discussed in Vasiliev et al. (2008). In the present 
work we consider one-dimensional shear deformations 
(Fig. 1). Equations of motion for the components mv , mϕ  
in the coordinate system ξηO  have the form 
( ),mmsmnm dvKvKvM ϕξξξξξ Δ−Δ+Δ=       
( ) ( )mmsmsrm dvdKdKGJ ϕϕϕ ξξξ 42 2 −Δ+Δ−= ,  (2) 
where 11 −+ −=Δ mmm wwwξ , 
11 2 −+ +−=Δ mmmm wwwwξξ , and hd 2=  is the dis-
tance between rows of particles (Fig. 1). 
 
2.2. Micropolar model 
 
Vector function with components [ ]( )tV ,1 ξ , [ ]( )t,1 ξΦ  is 
used in the single-field continuum model to describe the 
deformations of the discrete system. It is assumed that 
[ ]( ) ( )tvtV mmd ==ξξ ,
1 , [ ]( ) ( )tt mmd ϕξ ξ =Φ =,
1 . 
Using these relations one can rewrite Eq. (2) in the func-
tional-difference form for the field functions. Taylor se-
ries expansion of the displacements and rotations, taking 
into account up to the second order terms, results in the 
equations of Mm 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]( ),2 112121 ξξξξξ Φ−+= VKdVdKMV sntt      
[ ] ( ) [ ] [ ] [ ]( ).222 1121221 Φ−+Φ−=Φ ξξξ VKdddKGJ ssrtt  (3) 
 
2.3. Gradient micropolar model 
 
If up to the fourth order terms are taken into account in 
the Taylor series expansions of the displacements and ro-
tations, we obtain the following equations of the GMm 
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3. Multi-field micropolar models 
 
3.1. Two-field long-wavelength micropolar model 
 
Single-field models were constructed in Section 2 using 
single vector function with the same degrees of freedom 
that were chosen to describe kinematics of primitive cell. 
Considering a larger cell that includes several primitive 
lattice cells and using, correspondingly, a larger number 
of fields to describe the deformations of the body leads to 
the multi-field continuum models (Vasiliev and Mirosh-
nichenko, 2005; Vasiliev et al., 2008; Gonella and 
Ruzzene, 2010; Vasiliev et al., 2010b). In order to derive 
equations of 2FMm, we consider a macrocell that in-
cludes two neighboring primitive cells. An additional in-
dex 2 ,1=s  is introduced to mark displacements and ro-
tations in odd and even cells, [ ]( )tv sm  and [ ]( )tsmϕ . Defor-
 
 
Fig. 1. Structural interface of finite thickness. Coordinate 
systems and notations. 
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mations in this case are defined by four finite-difference 
equations.  Two vector functions with components 
[ ]( )tv s ,ξ , [ ]( )ts ,ξϕ , 2 ,1=s , are used to describe dis-
placements and rotations of odd and even layers. By us-
ing Taylor series expansions of displacements and rota-
tions up to the second order terms, we obtain the set of 
four coupled equations of the long-wavelength 2FMm 
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where 2 ,1=s  and notations [ ]( ) [ ]( )tvtvv ,, 12 ξξ −=Δ , 
[ ]( ) [ ]( )tt ,, 12 ξϕξϕϕ −=Δ  are used.  
The first two terms in the right-hand side of (5) for the 
fields [ ]( )tv s ,ξ  and [ ]( )ts ,ξϕ  are the same as in the sin-
gle-field  Mm (3). The terms in square brackets describe 
coupling of the fields. The formulation of the model in 
the form (5) may be useful in the development of the 
phenomenological theories. One can formulate different 
models both for sublattices and for describing their inter-
action. 
In terms of new field functions 
[ ] [ ] [ ][ ]121
2
1 vvV += ,    [ ] [ ] [ ][ ]122
2
1 vvV −= , 
[ ] [ ] [ ][ ]121
2
1
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1
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the system (5) splits into two uncoupled systems. The set 
of equations for the fields [ ]( )tV ,1 ξ  and [ ]( )t,1 ξΦ  coin-
cides with the set of equations (3) of the single-field mi-
cropolar theory. The set of equations for [ ]( )tV ,2 ξ  and 
[ ]( )t,2 ξΦ  has the form 
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Presentation of  2FMm (5) in the form of two uncou-
pled systems (3) and (7) is more convenient for analysis. 
In particular, such a form explicitly demonstrates that the 
single-field Mm (3) is included into 2FMm. 
As in the case of long-wavelength single-field model, 
we consider two approaches to improve the long-
wavelength two-field model. 
 
3.2. Two-field gradient micropolar model 
 
If the fourth order derivatives are taken into account in 
the Taylor series expansions of the displacements and ro-
tations in the equations for the macrocell that include two 
neighboring primitive cells, we come to the equations of 
2FGMm. In this case, in addition to the equations of 
GMm (4), we have equations 
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3.3. Four-field micropolar model 
 
It is also possible to construct four-field model using four 
vector fields with components [ ]( )tv s ,ξ  and [ ]( )ts ,ξϕ , 
4 ,1=s , to describe deformations of the lattice. Eight fi-
nite-difference equations define the displacements [ ]( )tv sm  
and rotations [ ]( )tsmϕ  of particles, 4 ,1=s , in the macro-
cell consisting of four primitive cells. Taylor series ex-
pansions up to the second order terms result in the eight 
coupled dynamic equations of long-wavelength 4FMm 
for the fields [ ]( )tv s ,ξ  and [ ]( )ts ,ξϕ , 4 ,1=s . In terms of 
new variables for displacements 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ][ ]34121
4
1 vvvvV +++= ,  
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ][ ]34122
4
1 vvvvV −+−= , 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]( )[ ]34123
4
1 vvvvV −−−= ,  
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]( )[ ]34124
4
1 vvvvV +−+= , 
and similar expressions for rotations, the set of eight 
equations splits into three independent subsets. Equations 
for the fields [ ] ( )tV ,1 ξ , [ ] ( )t,1 ξΦ  and [ ] ( )tV ,2 ξ , 
[ ] ( )t,2 ξΦ  are the equations (3) and (7) of 2FMm. In addi-
tion, we have the following four equations 
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4. Dynamical solutions  
 
4.1. Harmonic and localized dynamical solutions for lat-
tice 
 
The dynamical solutions to the discrete model (2) having 
the form 
( ) vetv Kmtm += ωi , ( ) ϕϕ ω Kmtm et += i                       (10) 
have been analyzed in Vasiliev et al. (2010a). Harmonic 
solutions ImiKK =  are usually analyzed for unbounded 
media (Kim and  Pizialy, 1987; Suiker et al., 2001). We 
consider complex values of ImRe iKKK +=   with the 
possibility to analyze not only harmonic ( )0Re =K  but 
also spatially localized ( )0Re ≠K  solutions. The latter 
ones can be especially important for interfaces of rela-
tively small thickness. 
The substitution of (10) into equations (2) leads to the 
linear system 
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where 
( )( )1cosh21 −+= KKKa sn , KdKa s sinh22 = ,  
( )( ) 223 41cosh22 dKKdKGa ssr −−−= .               (12) 
The dispersion relations ( )Kωω =  can be found from 
the condition 
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Two branches of the harmonic wave dispersion curves 
exist in the plane 0Re =K . They connect the points 
0
0
=
=K
ω , JdK sK /4
2
0
=
=
ω ,                           (14) 
( ) MKK snK /4i +== πω , JGrK /8i == πω     (15) 
on the lines 0Im =K  and π=ImK . The analysis shows 
that the considered discrete system supports both expo-
nential and short-wavelength localized solutions with 
branches in the planes 0Im =K  and π=ImK . 
 
4.2. Analysis of single-field models 
 
Here we will consider the following continuum analogs 
of the discrete solutions (10) 
( ) VetV dKt ξωξ += i, ,    ( ) Φ=Φ + dKtet ξωξ i, .          (16) 
Substituting (16) into equations (3) of Mm, we come 
to the system (11) and equation (13) for the dispersion 
curves with components 
( ) 21 KKKc sn += , dKKс s22 = ,   
( ) 2223 42 dKKdKGс ssr −−= .                             (17) 
It can be easily checked that the components mc  are 
the Taylor series expansions of the components ma  [see 
(12)] of the discrete model up to the second order terms. 
In the case of GMm, Eq. (4), components mс  are the 
Taylor series expansions of ma  up to the fourth order 
terms. 
Taylor series expansions of the dispersion curves of 
the discrete and single-field continuum models at the 
point ( ) ( )0  ,0, ImRe =KK  in the planes 0Re =K  and 
0Im =K  coincide up to terms of the second order in the 
case of  Mm and up to terms of the fourth order for 
GMm. Hence, both models give exact values (14) and 
exact group velocities of waves.  GMm also describes the 
dispersion of waves.  
Figure 2 illustrates the results for various single-field 
models. Dispersion curves sKMωω =  of the discrete 
model, Mm and GMm in the planes 0Im =K  and 
0Re =K  are depicted by the solid, dashed, and dotted 
lines, respectively. Here we use dimensionless parameters 
812 == MdJJ , 2== snn KKK , and 
7.02 == dKGG srr . Dispersion curves of single-field 
models are considered as approximations of the disper-
sion curves of the lattice in the region π≤≤ Im0 K  only 
(Kunin, 1982). All dispersion curves coincide at the 
points (14). The single-field models show a good accura-
cy for long-wavelength harmonic ( )0Re =K  and expo-
nentially localized ( )0Im =K  solutions near the point 
( ) ( )0 ,0 , ReIm =KK . However, one can note that the sin-
gle-field models give considerable error for short-
wavelength harmonic solutions ( )π≈ImK  and for the 
 
 
Fig. 2. Approximation of the discrete system dispersion 
curves (solid lines) by the dispersion curves of Mm and 
GMm (dashed and dotted lines, respectively) for harmonic 
( )0Re =K  and localized ( )0Im =K  dynamical solutions. 
Approximations by the dispersion curves of 2Mm and 
2GMm are given in Fig. 3a. 
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values (15) on the line π=ImK . Both single-field mod-
els do not reproduce branches of the dispersion curves 
corresponding to the localized short-wavelength solutions 
in the plane π=ImK .  
Let us note here that the error in the short-wavelength 
area may lead to instability of GMm. The error of this 
kind does not make the model useless because it can still 
be applied for analysis in the long-wavelength area. The 
instability problem has been discussed in several articles 
(see, for example, Askes and Aifantis (2011) and refer-
ences therein) and we will not consider it here.     
 
4.3. Analysis of multi-field models 
 
The multi-field approach efficiently solves the problem 
of modeling of short-wavelength waves.  
2FMm includes Eq. (3) of Mm and thus, it can be used 
in the long-wavelength region 20 Im π<≤ K  with the 
same accuracy as Mm.   
Substitution of expressions (16) into equations (7) of 
2FMm leads to the system of equations (11) and equation 
(13) for the dispersion relations with components 
( )( )4~ 21 ++−= KKKc sn , dKKс s2~2 −= ,  
( )( ) 2223 442~ dKKdKGс ssr −+−−= .                    (18) 
These components can be derived by substitution 
KK +−→ πi  in ma  followed by Taylor series expan-
sions at the point 0=K  up to the second order terms. 
Taking into account this property of the dispersion rela-
tions, one can show that the dispersion curves of the two-
field model defined in the region 20 Im π<≤ K , 
0Re ≥K , being reflected with respect to the plane 
2Im π=K  on the region  ππ ≤< Im2 K , 0Re ≥K , ap-
proximate the dispersion curves of the discrete system in 
the area of short-wavelength waves at the point 
( ) ( )0 ,, ReIm π=KK . 
Thus, 2FMm provides a second-order approximation 
of the dispersion curves of harmonic and localized solu-
tions in the planes 0Re =K , 0Im =K , and π=ImK  at 
the points  ( ) ( )0 ,0, ReIm =KK  and ( ) ( )0 ,, ReIm π=KK . 
2FGMm (4), (7) improves 2FMm. In this case the 
components mc  are the Taylor series expansions of the 
components ma  up to the fourth order terms, meaning 
that the dispersion curves are approximated with the 
fourth-order accuracy. 
Figure 3 illustrates the results for the two-field models. 
Dispersion curves in the planes 0Im =K , 0Re =K , and 
 
 
Fig. 3. Discrete system dispersion curves in ΩΖ0  axes (Va-
siliev et al., 2010a) and in the planes 0Im =K , 0Re =K , 
and π=ImK  (solid lines). Dispersion curves of 2FMm and 
2FGMm are shown by dashed and dotted lines, respectively. 
Stop bands for the interfaces are shaded. 2FMm and 2FGMm 
give the same stop bands as the discrete model. Circles on 
the axis ReK  in the plane 0Im =K  (or π=ImK ) define the 
degree of localization for long- (or short-) wavelength 
boundary effects obtained for different models. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. The plane of dimensionless elastic parameters. The 
solid line divides system parameters into regions with expo-
nential and short-wavelength boundary effects. Dispersion 
curves for the parameters marked by small circles “1”,”2”, 
and ”3” are shown in Fig. 3a, 3b, and 3c, respectively. 
Boundary effects in the interface with parameters “4”,”5” are 
shown in Fig. 7a and 7b. 
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Fig. 5. Approximation of the harmonic wave dispersion 
curves of the discrete system (solid lines) by the dispersion 
curves of (a) 2FMm, (b) 2FGMm, and (c) 4FMm (dashed 
lines). Stop band for the interface defined by the discrete 
model is shaded. Stop bands defined by the multi-field mod-
els are shown by the horizontal lines. 
π=ImK  for the discrete model, 2FMm and 2FGMm are 
depicted by solid, dashed, and dotted lines for dimension-
less parameters 2=nK , 7.0=rG ; 25.2=nK , 
25.0=rG ; and  2=nK , 12.0=rG  in Figs. 3а, 3b, and 
3c, respectively. These parameters are marked by small 
circles “1”, “2”, and “3” in Fig. 4. Figures 2 and 3a are 
drawn for the same parameters which makes it possible to 
compare the results for the single-field and two-field 
models. Dispersion curves of the single-field and two-
field models coincide in the plane 0Im =K  and in the 
half-interval 20 Im π<≤ K  of the plane 0Re =K . They 
provide a good approximation for the dispersion curves 
of the discrete system at the long-wavelength region near 
the point ( ) ( )0 ,0 , ReIm =KK . The two-field models im-
prove the single-field models in the short-wavelength re-
gion, π≈ImK . The dispersion curves of the two-field 
models approximate the dispersion curves of the discrete 
system in the plane π=ImK  and in the half-interval 
ππ ≤< Im2 K  of the plane 0Re =K  at the point 
( ) ( )0 , , ReIm π=KK . 
Comparison of the multi-field models for harmonic 
waves is presented in Fig. 5. Here we consider parame-
ters 5=nK , 1.0=rG . The dispersion curves of the dis-
crete model are shown by the solid lines. The dispersion 
curves of 2FMm, 2FGMm, and 4FMm are shown by the 
dashed lines in Figs. 5a, 5b, and 5c, respectively. 
2FGMm gives a better approximation than 2FMm at the 
points 0Im =K  and π=ImK . Both two-field models 
give maximal error at the point 2Im π=K . The disper-
sion curves of 4FMm coincide with the dispersion curves 
of 2FMm on the half-intervals 40 Im π<≤ K  and 
ππ ≤< Im43 K . 4FMm gives the exact value of fre-
quency at the point 2Im π=K  and the second order ap-
proximation of dispersion curves of discrete system near 
this point. 
 
4.4. Filtering property of structural interface 
 
One of the most attractive features of periodic structures 
is their capability of attenuating elastic waves over cer-
tain frequency bands (Ruzzene and Scarpa, 2003, 2005). 
These bands are known as stop bands or band gaps. Fil-
tering property of structural interfaces was studied by 
Bigoni and Movchan (2002) and by Brun et al. (2010). It 
is interesting to compare different continuum models in 
describing this property of the discrete system. Analysis 
of the dispersion relations of harmonic waves made in 
Subsections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 is important for finding the 
stop band edges. Localized solutions are interesting for 
the analysis of stop bands because they define the type 
and characteristics of spatial decay of waves. 
The stop band edges are defined by (14) and (15) in 
the case when minima/maxima of the harmonic wave 
dispersion curves do not belong to the segment 
π≤≤ Im0 K . Dispersion curves of Mm and the discrete 
model coincide at the points (14). Mm and GMm both 
give considerable error at the points (15) in the short-
wavelength region (Fig. 2). It was already noted that the 
dispersion curves of the discrete and two-field models co-
incide at (14) as well as at (15). We conclude that the 
two-field models can be used to find stop band edges of 
the discrete system. For the sake of illustration the stop 
bands are shaded in Fig. 3. The values (14) and (15) are 
marked by the small circles on the lines 0Im =K  and 
π=ImK . The stop bands of the discrete model and 
2FMm coincide. The dispersion curves of the discrete 
and the two-field models in the case when mini-
ma/maxima belong to the segment π≤≤ Im0 K  are 
shown in Fig. 5a. The stop band defined by 2FMm is 
shown by the horizontal lines. 2FMm gives considerable 
error in the estimation of the stop band edges in this case. 
The case when minima/maxima of dispersion curves 
belong to the segment π≤≤ Im0 K  requires additional 
analysis for the discrete system. Substituting ReiKK =  
into equation (13) and introducing new variables 
2ω=Ω , ( )2sin4 Re2 KZ =  one can rewrite the disper-
sion relation ( )Kωω =  in the form ( )ZΩ=Ω  (Vasiliev 
et al., 2010a). This form is useful for the analysis of the 
dispersion curves of the harmonic and localized dynam-
ical solutions. The dispersion curves of harmonic waves 
( )ImKωω = , π≤≤ Im0 K , correspond to the branches of 
curves ( )ZΩ=Ω  defined in 40 ≤≤ Z . It was shown 
(Vasiliev et al., 2010a) that the curve ( )ZΩ  is ellipse, pa-
rabola, or hyperbola. Minimum/maximum of these curves 
belongs to the segment 40 ≤≤ Z  if 
0
40
<
ΩΩ
== ZZ dZ
d
dZ
d .                                                                                                                              (19) 
By using this relation one can find region of elastic pa-
rameters when minima/maxima of the dispersion curves 
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belong to the segment 40 ≤≤ Z . The acoustic branch 
( )ZΩ=Ω  has a maximum within the segment 40 ≤≤ Z  
for systems with elastic parameters in the region shown 
by the lines inclined by 45 degrees. The mini-
mum/maximum of the optical branch belongs to the seg-
ment 40 ≤≤ Z  for systems with parameters in the region 
shown by the lines inclined by 135 degrees.  Curves are 
ellipses for systems with elastic parameters in the region 
between dotted lines and they are hyperbolas outside this 
region.  Examples of typical curves for different regions 
are shown in Fig. 6 for points marked by circles “1” to 
“4” in the plane of elastic parameters. 
It was noted that 2FMm may give a noticeable error in 
describing dispersion curves of the discrete system near 
the point 2Re π=K  and, as a consequence, in finding 
minima/maxima of the dispersion curves and the stop 
band edges in the case when the minima/maxima belong 
to the segment π≤≤ Im0 K . On the other hand, the two-
field model gives exact values for ( )Kω  and derivatives 
( ) dKKdω  of the discrete system dispersion curves at 
the boundaries 0Im =K  and π=ImK . By using the rela-
tion 
( )
( ) ( )
Im2Im
2sin4 sin KKKZ dK
Kd
K
K
dZ
d
==
=
Ω ωω  
one can obtain the values 
0=
Ω
Z
dZd  and 
4=
Ω
Z
dZd  
that enter the inequality (19). We come to an interesting 
result: although the two-field model can be inappropriate 
for evaluation of minima/maxima of the dispersion 
curves of discrete system, it can be used to determine if 
the minima/maxima belong to the segment π≤≤ Im0 K  
and to find exactly the hatched regions in Fig. 6. 2GMm 
or 4FMm can describe dispersion curves of the discrete 
system more accurately. 
Comparison of the multi-field models in the case when 
maxima/minima of the dispersion curves belong to the 
segment π≤≤ Im0 K  is given in Fig. 5, where the stop 
band is shaded. Stop band edges defined by the multi-
field models are shown by horizontal lines. One can see 
that the stop band defined by 2FMm model is wider than 
the stop band of the discrete system (Fig. 5a). 2FGMm 
(Fig. 5b) and 4FMm (Fig. 5c) provide an appropriate lev-
el of accuracy. 
 
5. Static solutions. Long- and short-wavelength 
boundary effects 
 
Static solutions are defined by the values of K  when the 
dispersion curves (13) intersect the plane 0=ω , i.e., 
0det
32
21 =!
"
#
$
%
& −
aa
aa
.                                                  (20) 
Analysis of static solutions for the Cosserat lattice has 
been done in Vasiliev et al. (2010a). Static solutions con-
sist of linear and spatially localized parts. 
The characteristic equation (20) has the double root 
0=K  that defines the linear part of static solution. The 
type of two other solutions to the characteristic equation 
is defined by the parameter ( ) ( )11 −+= δδγ , where 
( ) 2/2 dKKGKK snrsn +=δ . The solutions are real 
!"
#
$%
& −±=± 1ln 2Re γγK  for 1>δ  and complex 
πγγ i1ln 2 +#$
%
&'
( −=± K  for 10 << δ . In the former 
case, we have exponentially localized deformations and 
the general solution has the form 
4
Re
3
Re
21 2 CeCemdCCv
mKmK
m
−+++= , 
[ ]4Re3Re2 CeCekC mKmKm −−+= αϕ ,                       (21) 
where   
( ) ssn dKKKk += , ( ) ReRe sinh1cosh KK −=α . 
In the latter case, the short-wavelength localized de-
formations of the following form take place  
( ) ( ) 4Re3Re21 112 CeCemdCCv mKmmKmm −−+−++= , 
( ) ( )[ ]4Re3Re2 11 CeCekC mKmmKmm −−−−+= αϕ ,   (22) 
where  ( ) ReRe sinh1cosh KK +=α  .                                                                                                       
The parameter 
01ln 2Re >!"
#
$%
& −+= γγK                                      (23) 
defines the degree of spatial localization of the boundary 
effect in the solutions (21), (22). Smaller value of the pa-
rameter means weaker localization. 
Characteristic polynomial (20) of Mm with mс  defined 
by (17) gives four roots. The double root 0=K  gives the 
linear part of the solution. Two other roots, 
 
 
Fig. 6. The plane of dimensionless elastic parameters. Shaded 
are the regions of model parameters where minima/maxima of 
the discrete system dispersion curves belong to the interval 
π<< Im0 K . The curves are ellipses for the systems with pa-
rameters between the dotted lines and they are hyperbolas out-
side this region. Examples of typical ( )ZΩ  curves for these 
regions with shaded stop bands. 
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( )( )snsrsn KKdKGdKKK +−±= 22Re 24 ,      (24)  
are real for the interfaces with parameters 
212 ≥dKG sr  ( 21≥rG  in Fig. 4). They lead to spa-
tially localized solutions. The general static solution to 
Mm equations (3) has the form 
[ ]( ) 4Re3Re211 2 CeCeCCV dKdK ξξξξ −+++= , 
[ ] ( ) [ ]4Re3Re21 CeCekC dKdK ξξαξ −−+=Φ ,           (25) 
where ( ) Re2Re 2 KK=α . 
Solution (25) has the form of the discrete solution 
(21). Parameter ReK  in both solutions is defined by the 
equation (20) with components mc  for Mm, Eq. (3), and 
with components ma  for the discrete model, Eq. (2). 
Since components mc  are nothing but Taylor series ex-
pansions of the components ma , the parameter ReK  de-
fined by Mm is close to that of the discrete system in the 
case 0Re ≈K , i.e., for weak localization. For the numera-
tor and denominator of the parameter α  in solutions (21) 
and (25), we have  
( )4Re2ReRe 21cosh KoKK +=− ,  
( )3ReReResinh KoKK += .  
Thus, solution (25) for Mm describes displacements in 
the discrete system with a higher accuracy for smaller 
values of ReK , i.e., when the displacements vary slowly. 
The degree of approximation for the components ma  
and for the numerator and denominator of the parameter 
α  is of fourth order in the case of GMm, Eq. (7). Expo-
nentially localized solutions obtained for the discrete 
model, for Mm and for GMm exist for elastic parameters 
in the regions above the solid, dashed, and dotted lines in 
Fig. 4. Thus, GMm is more accurate than Mm and it 
gives solutions in a wider range of the elastic parameters. 
However, GMm is more complicated and its use can be 
recommended only in case of strongly localized solu-
tions. 
Mm and GMm do not describe the short-wavelength 
localized solutions (22) that exist for structural interfaces 
with elastic parameters ( ) 1/20 2 <+≤ dKKGKK snrsn  
(below the solid line in Fig. 4).  
2FMm includes equations (3) of Mm. These equations 
give the solution (21) for the fields [ ] ( )ξ1V , [ ]( )ξ1Φ . 
Equations (7) of 2FMm give [ ]( ) 02 =ξV , [ ]( ) 02 =Φ ξ  in 
this case. Taking into account the relations (6), we find 
that the pairs of approximating fields of 2FMm coincide 
with each other and with the fields defined by the single-
field model 
[ ]( ) [ ]( ) [ ]( )ξξξ 121 Vvv == ,    
[ ]( ) [ ]( ) [ ]( )ξξϕξϕ 121 Φ== . 
Thus, 2FMm gives the accuracy of Mm in describing the 
exponential boundary effects. 
Moreover, 2FMm can describe the short-wavelength 
boundary effects. One can derive linear part of solution 
by using equations (3) of 2FMm for [ ] ( )ξ1V , [ ]( )ξ1Φ . 
The short-wavelength static solutions can be derived by 
using equations (7). Localization parameter ReK  is a real 
solution to the characteristic equation (20) with compo-
nents mc~ . Equation (7) gives the corresponding solutions 
[ ]( )ξ2V , [ ]( )ξ2Φ . Taking into account the relations (6), 
we obtain the approximating fields 2 ,1=s  
[ ]( )
( ) ( ) 4Re3Re
21
11
2
CeCe
CCv
dKsdKs
s
ξξ
ξξ
−−+−+
++=
, 
[ ]( )
( ) ( )[ ].11 4Re3Re
2
CeCek
C
dKsdKs
s
ξξα
ξϕ
−−−−+
+=
      (26) 
where ( ) Re2Re 22 KK +=α . 
This solution is similar to the discrete solution (22). 
One can show that 2FMm predicts the localization pa-
rameter ReK  with a high accuracy in the case of weak lo-
calization, i.e., when 0Re ≈K . Indeed, solutions (22) and 
(26) are close for small ReK  because for the numerator 
and denominator of the parameter α  one has  
( )4Re2ReRe 221cosh KoKK ++=+ ,  
( )3ReReResinh KoKK += .  
2FGMm gives a better approximation. 
The localization parameter ReK  is one of the important 
characteristics of the considered structural interface. Fig-
ure 3 illustrates the accuracy of 2FMm and 2FGMm in 
estimation of this parameter. The values ReK  are shown 
by the circles at the edges of the dispersion curves on the 
line 0=ω . If the point of intersection belongs to the 
plane 0Im =K  (Fig. 3a), then we have exponential locali-
zation. Short-wavelength localization takes place if this 
point belongs to the plane π=ImK  (Figs. 3b, 3c). One 
can see that 2FGMm provides a better accuracy in deter-
mination of the localization parameter ReK  than 2FMm. 
Figures 7a and 7b illustrate the approximation of ex-
ponential and short-wavelength boundary effects by the 
two fields of 2FMm for the values of parameters 2=nK , 
25.1=rG  and 2=nK , 05.0=rG , respectively (the 
points “4” and ”5” in Fig. 4). We consider shear defor-
mations of the structural interface consisting of 15 layers 
of particles applying the boundary conditions *7 vv −=− , 
07 =−ϕ , *7 vv = , 07 =ϕ , where dv 05.0* = . The val-
ues mϕ  in the layers 7...7−=m  are shown by small cir-
cles connected by the solid line to reveal the character of 
deformations. Approximating fields [ ]( )ξϕ 1 , [ ] ( )ξϕ 2  of 
2FMm are shown by the dashed lines. As it can be seen, 
both slowly varying and short-wavelength deformations 
can be accurately described by the two slowly varying 
functions. These functions coincide in the case of slowly 
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varying deformations (Fig. 7a) and 2FMm gives the accu-
racy of Mm. Solid line shows that single function should 
be fast varying in order to describe short-wavelength de-
formations (Fig. 7b). Mm and GMm cannot be used to 
describe short-wavelength deformations because only the 
lowest order terms in the Taylor series expansions are 
taken into account in these models. Influence of the high-
order gradient terms is small for the long-wavelength de-
formations but it is not small in the case when wave-
length is comparable with the size of a periodic cell, i.e. 
for rapidly varying deformations. In the two-field theory, 
short-wavelength deformations are accurately described 
by the two slowly varying field functions [ ]( )ξϕ 1 , [ ] ( )ξϕ 2  
(Fig. 7b). Long-wavelength theory gives a good accuracy 
for such fields. 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
The generalized continuum mechanics has as an aim de-
velopment of conventional mechanics by enriching it by 
new ideas, conceptions, models, and new fields of appli-
cation. It is naturally that one of the central directions of 
development is the study of multi-scale problems. Anoth-
er direction is correct description of multi-physics prob-
lems for complex materials when the fields of different 
physical nature and their interactions are considered. 
Such problems take an increasing interest (see, e.g., Ma-
riano, 2002; Borst, 2008; Sansour and Skatulla, 2009; 
Geers et. al, 2010; Maugin, 2010; Vasiliev et al., 2010b; 
Askes and Aifantis, 2011; Aifantis, 2011; Li and Ostoja-
Starzewski, 2011; Charlotte and Truskinovsky, 2008, 
2012). 
In the present study we focus of the first of the above-
mentioned problems and obtain several generalized con-
tinuum models and discuss their applicability to modeling 
some important effects in the structural interface modeled 
by the Cosserat lattice, each particle of which possesses 
translational and rotational degrees of freedom. Equations 
of Mm are derived by Taylor series expansion up to the 
second order terms of the discrete equations of motion 
written for the particles within single translational cell 
with respect to displacements and rotations. Construction 
of GMm relies on retaining the higher-order terms (up to 
the fourth order terms in our case) in the Taylor series 
expansions. We derive n-field micropolar model consid-
ering macrocell consisting of n translational cells and us-
ing n vector fields to describe the deformations of the lat-
tice. Derivation of the n-field gradient micropolar model 
implies the combination of the two generalization ap-
proaches, namely, n vector fields are used in order to de-
scribe deformations and the higher-order terms are taken 
into account in the Taylor series expansions of the dis-
crete equations written for n translational cells of the lat-
tice. 
Not only harmonic but also spatially localized solu-
tions were derived and analyzed. The localized solutions 
can play important role for the interfaces of relatively 
small thickness. The dispersion curves of the derived 
continuum models are compared to that of the discrete 
model in order to estimate the accuracy of the continuum 
models. It was demonstrated that Mm can be applied to 
study the long-wavelength harmonic waves, as well as 
the static and dynamic spatially decaying solutions with 
weak localization. In addition to this, GMm describes the 
dispersion of waves and strongly localized solutions. 
However, the single-field models give considerable error 
for short-wavelength harmonic solutions and do not re-
produce localized short-wavelength solutions. 2FMm and 
2FGMm include equations of Mm and GMm and they 
have two more equations to capture the short-wavelength 
waves. 4FMm includes equations of 2FMm and it has 
four more equations to improve the description of the 
waves in the middle part of the first Brillouin zone. Thus, 
the multi-field models describe not only long-wavelength 
deformations but also short-wavelength effects where the 
single-field theories give considerable error and cannot 
be used. 
As one of the possible applications of the multi-field 
theories we consider the filtering properties of structural 
solids finding the stop band edges. We show that the two-
field models make it possible to describe not only long-
wavelength but also short-wavelength boundary effects in 
the structural interface and evaluate the degree of its spa-
tial localization.  
Let us note some other problems where our results 
may be useful and name several directions for future 
studies.  
Continuum models are effectively used to study non-
linear phenomena in discrete systems. For example, an 
application of continuum models based on Pade approx-
imations for the study of discrete kinks was considered 
by Kevrekidis et al. (2002), Andrianov et al. (2012). Mul-
ti-field models were obtained in Dmitriev (1997) in order 
 
 
Fig. 7. The values of mϕ  for shear deformations in the inter-
face with (a) exponential and (b) short-wavelength boundary 
effects (circles connected by the solid line). Approximations 
by the two slowly varying functions [ ]( )ξϕ 1  and [ ]( )ξϕ 2  of 
2FMm (dashed lines). 
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to find moving kinks connecting short-wavelength dis-
crete n-periodic structures. Careful description of stop 
bands and short wavelength solutions is important in lin-
ear analysis of spatially localized short-wavelength exci-
tations having frequencies within the stop bands. Such 
excitations are known as discrete breathers and roto-
breathers (Flach and Willis, 1998; Kevrekidis et al., 
2004). Study of the discrete breathers and rotobreathers 
in Cosserat lattices is an interesting problem. The fact 
that the multi-field theories describe both long and short 
wavelength excitations makes it possible to apply them to 
the analysis of interaction of excitations at macro- and 
micro-structural levels in frame of continuum mechanics. 
In the present article we start from a full Cosserat 
model and consider complex generalized continuum 
models in order to describe static and dynamic behavior 
of Cosserat lattice with increasing accuracy. However, it 
is interesting to consider the models simpler than the mi-
cropolar model. For example, for lattices with parameters 
22 dKG sr =  derivatives of the second order for rota-
tions in Eqs. (3), (4), and (7) are absent and we have the 
reduced Cosserat model (Grekova et al., 2009) and its 
generalizations. In theoretical studies, the elimination of 
rotational degrees of freedom may help to better under-
stand the theories where only translation degrees of free-
dom are considered and the nature of spatially and tem-
porary nonlocal (gradient) models.  
In the present article we paid main attention to the lo-
calized static and dynamic solutions. We considered har-
monic solutions in order to find the stop band edges and 
to describe filtering properties that are important for in-
terfaces, its analysis and applications. Certainly, the re-
sults of our analysis are applicable for infinite bodies. 
However, in the latter case most attention is typically 
paid to harmonic solutions, group velocity and other mac-
ro characteristics. The reflection/transmission at the inter-
face-material boundaries, the surface waves, and the role 
of the short-wavelength boundary effects in fracture are 
the interconnected problems for future studies. 
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